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ABSTRACT
Geographic face routing algorithms have been widely studied in the
literature [1, 8, 13]. All face routing algorithms rely on two primi-
tives:planarizationandface traversal. The former computes a pla-
nar subgraph of the underlying wireless connectivity graph, while
the latter defines a consistent forwarding mechanism for routing
around “voids.” These primitives are known to be provably correct
under the idealized unit-disk graph assumption, where nodes are
assumed to be connected if and only if they are within a certain
distance from each other.

In this paper we classify the ways in which existing planarization
techniques fail with realistic, non-ideal radios. We also demon-
strate the consequences of these pathologies on reachability be-
tween node pairs in a real wireless testbed. We then examine the
various face traversal rules described in the literature, and identify
those [12, 16] that are robust to violations of the unit-disk graph
assumption.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Proto-
cols - Routing Protocols

General Terms
Algorithms, Reliability, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
Geographic routing, Planarization, Face changes, Cross-Link De-
tection

1. INTRODUCTION
Geographic routing algorithms for wireless ad hoc networks have

been shown to scale better than other alternatives: they require per-
node state that depends only on network density and not on net-
work size. There is a broad literature on geographic routing algo-
rithms: from initial sketches suggesting routing using position in-
formation [2,10]; to the first practical, detailed proposals, including
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GFG [1], GPSR [8], and the GOAFR+ family of algorithms [13]; to
refinements of these proposals for efficiency [4], robustness under
real network conditions [15, 22], and even routing geographically
when node location information is unavailable [18,19].

In many of these algorithms, nodes forward packets to the neigh-
bor closest to the destination. This greedy forwarding fails in the
presence of radiovoids. These algorithms recover from such fail-
ures by successively traversing the faces of the planar subgraph
of the underlying connectivity graph. To compute the planar sub-
graph, these algorithms use graph planarization algorithms that are
amenable to distributed implementation. These planarization algo-
rithms [3, 4, 23] rely purely on node location information to deter-
mine whether or not links to neighbors belong in the planar sub-
graph.

A common assumption underlying the planarization and face
traversal algorithms is that connectivity between nodes can be de-
scribed by unit graphs.1 In such graphs, a node is always connected
to all nodes within its fixed, “nominal” radio range, and is never
connected to nodes outside this range. However, in wireless net-
works where geographic routing is likely to be deployed, the unit-
disk graph assumption can be violated. For example, geographic
routing has been proposed for use as a routing primitive and as a
building block for data storage and flexible query processing in sen-
sor networks [17, 20]. In these networks, radio-opaque obstacles
and multi-pathing cause non-uniform radio ranges. Furthermore,
the ad hoc localization techniques proposed for these networks can
result in imprecise node location, which in turn violates the unit-
disk graph assumption [22].

Planarization and face traversal failures, as summarized in Ta-
ble 1, can result from violations of the unit-disk graph assump-
tion. These failures can then result in persistent routing failures,
where geographic routing fails to find a path for at least one source-
destination pair. In this paper, we first taxonomize the causes and
effects of planarization failures. We then validate, using an actual
implementation of GPSR [8], a previously proposed geographic
face routing protocol, that such failures arise in real wireless net-
works. In our experiments, GPSR left more than 30% of node pairs
disconnected. The “mutual-witness” extension to GPSR still did
not offer complete reachability, leaving 10% of node pairs discon-
nected. These results motivate CLDP [9], a qualitatively different
approach to eliminating crossing edges from the network graph.

1Some recent literature [15] has relaxed this assumption to allow
for “quasi” unit disk graphs, which always exhibit connectivity
within a short radiusr; exhibit probabilistic connectivity within an
enclosing ring-shaped region; and exhibit no connectivity beyond
this ring. The technique only is scalable whenr ≥ 1/

√
2; for lesser

values ofr, virtual links may be comprised of increasingly long
paths of physical hops.
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Planarization unidirectional links in subgraphs
(Section 3.1) disconnected links in subgraphs

cross links in subgraphs
collinear links in subgraphs

Face traversal Incorrect face changes
(Section 4.1) (GPSR, GFG, GOAFR+)

Table 1: Classification of pathologies

We next examine the robustness of face traversal algorithms to
violations of the unit-disk graph assumption. We first find that
the commonly used “right-hand rule” can fail in the presence of
collinear links, then propose and prove the correctness of a revised
right-hand rule. More importantly, we extensively examine the rule
used to traverse successive faces of the planar subgraph (called the
face-change rule). We find that only two of the face-change rules
proposed in the literature are correct in realistic settings.

This work, together with [9], establishes that for geographic rout-
ing to work in realistic wireless settings, several of its key elements
bear careful re-examination and redesign.

2. PRELIMINARIES
We now briefly review the principles underlying the class of ge-

ographic routing algorithms that use face traversal to circumnavi-
gate voids. Examples of protocols in this family include GFG [1],
GPSR [8], and GOAFR+ [13]. We refer to this family of algo-
rithms simply asgeographic routing.2 In general, this family of
algorithms relies on three distinct components:greedy forwarding,
face traversal, andplanarization. The following paragraphs de-
scribe these components. In what follows, we assume that each
node acquires its own position using GPS devices or using ad hoc
localization techniques [21], and learns of its neighbors’ positions
using a simple beaconing protocol.

Packets stamped with the location of a destination are forwarded
using agreedy traversalwhen possible. In this greedy traversal,
a node sends a packet to its neighbor that is geographically clos-
est to the destination. If there is no neighbor that is closer to the
destination, the packet has reached a local minimum, and greedy
traversal fails.Face traversalis then invoked to recover from local
minima. When face traversal (described below) visits a node closer
to the destination than the local minimum, it falls back to greedy
traversal. We call the node at which this happens thefirst closure.

Face traversal works correctly on a network graph that has no
crossing links,i.e., a planar graph. A planar graph consists of
faces, enclosed polygonal regions bounded by links. Face traversal
uses two primitives to traverse a planar graph: theright-hand rule
and face changes. Figure 1 describes the right-hand rule, which
dictates that upon receiving a packet on a link, the receiving node
forward that packet on the first link it finds after sweeping counter-
clockwise about itself from the ingress link. Now consider the pla-
nar graph in Figure 2, in which the source nodeS and destination
nodeD are as indicated. Observe that the line segmentSD mustcut
a series of faces in the planar graph. Face traversal intends to suc-
cessively walk the faces cut by this line. The numbering of faces
in Figure 2 shows the order in which faces are traversed fromS to
D on that planar graph. To ensure correct traversal of faces, the
right-hand rule must be augmented with a rule that describes when
to switch to an adjacent face. There are several rules that have been
proposed in the literature, and we review them in Section 4.

2We note that there exist other routing algorithms that make use of
position information, such as LAR [11], but we restrict our view
to algorithms in which a node forwards to a single neighbor on the
basis of geographic information.

Finally, theplanarizationcomponent eliminates crossing links
to generate the planar sub-graph required for face traversal. Ge-
ographic routing algorithms planarize network graphs by using
the Gabriel Graph (GG) [3], the Relative Neighborhood Graph
(RNG) [23], or Restricted Delaunay Graph (RDG) [4]. These graph
constructs provably yield a connected, planar graph so long as the
connectivity between nodes obeys theunit-disk assumption. Here
is how they work. Consider a link in the network graph between
two nodesA andB in Figure 3. BothA andB must decide whether
to eliminate the link between them in the planar graph or not. For
both the GG and RNG, nodeA searches its 1-hop neighbor list for
anywitnessnodeW that lies within a particular geometric region.
If one or more witnesses are found, the link(A,B) is eliminated in
the planar graph. For the GG, the region where a witness must ex-
ist to eliminate the link is the circle whose diameter is line segment
AB. For the RNG, this region is thelunedefined by the intersection
of the two circles centered atA andB, each with radius|AB|.

As already described, currently known geographic routing algo-
rithms have relied on the unit-graph assumption. Hence, whether
wireless network graphs in reality conform to the assumption is
a question of great importance. Several experimental studies on
wireless ad hoc networks [24,25] have shown that real radio ranges
are irregular—that is, the unit-graph assumption is violated. More
recent research [26] has explored causes of radio range irregularity.

3. PLANARIZATION IN
REAL ENVIRONMENTS

The planarization techniques used by geographic face routing
protocols are guaranteed to produce a connected planar subgraph
when the connectivity graph is a unit-disk graph. In this section, we
taxonomize the failures in existing planarization techniques when
the unit-disk assumption is violated. We briefly discuss a quali-
tatively different planarization technique (published elsewhere [9])
that does not rely on the unit-disk assumption. Finally, we quan-
tify the impact of planarization failures on routing efficacy in two
real-world deployments of geographic routing protocols.

3.1 Planarization Failures
The unit-disk assumption can, in practice, be violated in one of

two ways. A node can have an incorrect estimate of its position.
Alternatively, its radio communication range may be irregular as a
result of radio-opaque obstacles or transceiver differences. These
deviations from ideal behavior can cause three kinds of failures in
the planarization algorithms described above: they can leave uni-
directional links in the GG/RNG-derived subgraph, incorrectly re-
move links from this subgraph, or leave cross-links in the subgraph.
In what follows, we illustrate failures as a result of applying the GG
algorithm. We have observed each type of failure in an experimen-
tal setting, as we describe later in the section.

To our knowledge, this is the most complete taxonomy of pla-
narization failures to date. Prior work [22] has described the latter
two failures resulting from localization errors.

Unidirectional links
Consider the upper left subfigure of Figure 4. The distance between
C andA is less than that betweenC andB. C andA cannot com-
municate with each other due to a radio-opaque obstacle between
them. When nodeC receives beacons from nodeB, it executes the
GG planarization (Section 2). But nodeC does not know of the
existence of nodeA, and it keeps link(C,B) in its GG-derived sub-
graph. Furthermore,B notices thatA is a witness, and removes link
(B,C) from its subgraph. Thus, the GG-derived subgraph is left
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Figure 1: Right-hand rule. A sweeps
counterclockwise from link 1 to find
link 2, forwards to B, &c.
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Figure 2: The faces progressively closer
from Sto D along line segmentSD, num-
bered in the order visited. Faces cut by
SDare bordered in bold.
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Figure 3: Geometric definitions of the GG
and RNG. A witness must fall within the
shaded circle (GG) or the shaded lune
(RNG) for edge (A,B) to be eliminated in
the planar graph.

Figure 4: Unidirectional links in subgraphs.

with a unidirectional link, denoted by an arrow in the upper-right
subfigure of Figure 4.

The GG-derived subgraph can contain the same artifact when
nodes have imprecise location information. The lower left subfig-
ure of Figure 4 shows the actual location of 4 nodes, as well as
their “estimated” topology (based on each node’s estimate of its
position). In the estimated topology,D has incorrect position in-
formation.C assumesD to be a witness node for its link toB, and
does not add(C,B) to the GG-derived subgraph. By contrast,B
cannot communicate withD, and thus preserves link(B,C) in the
GG-derived subgraph. As a result, the GG-derived subgraph has
a unidirectional link as shown in the lower right subfigure of Fig-
ure 4.

These unidirectional links can producean infinite loopduring
face traversal, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5: Disconnected links in subgraphs.

Disconnected links
Radio-opaque obstacles can cause a link to be incorrectly removed
from the GG-derived subgraph. In the upper part of Figure 5, ob-
stacles preventB andD, as well asA andC, from communicating
with each other.C realizes that link(C,B) is witnessed by nodeD
and removes that link from the GG-derived subgraph.B realizes
that link (B,C) is witnessed by nodeA and removes that link from
the GG-derived subgraph. This results in a disconnected subgraph,
as shown in the upper right of Figure 5.

Incorrect node location can also produce a similar artifact. The
lower left subfigure of Figure 5 illustrates both the actual locations
and the estimated topology of four nodes. In the estimated topol-
ogy, A and D have incorrect position information. As with the pre-
vious example, the GG-derived subgraph is disconnected, as shown
in the lower-right subfigure of Figure 5.

A disconnected GG-derived subgraph can cause face traversal
failures, as shown in Figure 8. In this figure, there exists a path from
S to D. Greedy traversal towards D encounters a local minimum.
However, face traversal cannot reach D, since the GG-derived sub-
graph is partitioned.

Figure 6: Cross links in subgraphs.

Cross links in subgraphs
Finally, in the presence of non-ideal radio behaviors or incorrect
location information, the GG and RNG algorithms can leave cross-
links in the derived subgraphs. In the upper part of Figure 6,H
has only a link toG, as a result of radio-opaque obstacles. Even
though the link(H,G) intersects link(C,D), the GG planarization
fails to remove the crossing links, asC andD cannot seeH, and
H andG cannot see nodesC andD. Similarly, in the lower part of
Figure 6,A is actually positioned belowG (white circle). However,
A incorrectly assumes that its own position is nearC andE. The
GG planarization leaves the crossing links(G,A) and(C,E).

Crossing links in derived subgraphs can cause persistent routing
failures, as illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 7: Routing failure caused by uni-
directional links.

Figure 8: Routing failure caused by dis-
connected links.

Figure 9: Routing failure caused by
cross links.

3.2 The Mutual Witness Procedure
Some of the planarization failures arise because two ends of a

link have inconsistent information about witnesses. Themutual
witness protocol[6, 7, 22] attempts to rectify this. When nodeA
considers whether to keep a link(A,B) in the subgraph, mutual
witness dictates thatA only eliminate link(A,B) if there exists at
least one witness in the RNG or GG region that is visibleboth to
A andB. This fact may be directly verified with local communica-
tion: if all nodes broadcast their neighbor lists (only a single hop),
then all nodes may verify whether a particular neighbor shares a
particular other neighbor.

As our examples below show, the mutual witness protocol is not
perfect; on non unit-disk graphs, it convertsunidirectional links
or disconnected linksinto cross linksin the subgraph, leavessome
cross linksin the subgraph, and can introduce collinear links. Con-
sider the first row of Figure 10. The GG planarization without mu-
tual witness results in a unidirectional link(A,C). If mutual witness
is applied instead, nodeC keeps link(C,A) becauseA does not also
observe the witnessesB andC. This can leave a cross-link in sub-
graph (the right-most of the first row). In the second row of Fig-
ure 10, the GG planarization would remove links(A,D) and(B,C)
in the subgraph (the middle subfigure of the second row), but if
mutual witness is applied to the subgraph, the crossing links(A,D)
and(B,C) are left in the derived subgraph. Finally, the third row of
Figure 10 shows an example where both the GG planarization and
mutual witness leave crossing links in the derived subgraph.

3.3 Experimental Validation of Planarization
Failures

We implemented GPSR in TinyOS [5], the event-driven operat-
ing system used on Mica sensor motes. Our full-fledged nesC im-
plementation of GPSR on the Mica motes, depicted in Figure 11,
includes the GG and the RNG planarization algorithms (chosen via
a configuration parameter), as well as greedy- and perimeter-mode
packet forwarding3

3.3.1 Testbeds and Experiments
We deployed our GPSR implementation on a wireless sensor

node testbed. This testbed (which we label R) contains 75 Mica-
2 “dot” nodes deployed roughly one per room on one floor of a
campus building. At the default power setting on this testbed, all
nodes were within two hops of each other. To generate an inter-
esting multi-hop topology, we reduced the CC1000 radio’s output
power from 15 to 2. In the resulting topology, the average path
length was around 5 hops, and the average node degree was 5.2.
Note that controlling the transmit power is roughly equivalent to
appropriately scaling the geographic dimensions of the testbed. Fi-

3Our implementation also includes the revised face traversal rules
described in a later section. Thus, all routing failures described
here can be attributed to planarization failures, and not to incorrect
face traversal algorithms.

Figure 10: Mutual witness is not enough.

Figure 11: Implementation of GPSR.

nally, in our experiments, we statically configured nodes with their
locations and started all the nodes roughly simultaneously.

We measured the fraction of all pairs of nodes on this network
that could reach one another. In these measurements, we iterate
over all nodes in the network, allowing one node at a time to send
traffic to each other node in the network.

topology 1 (T1) topology 2 (T2)
GPSR’s GG 68.2% 97.2%
GPSR’s GG/MWP 87.8% 100%
GPSR’s CLDP 100% 100%

Table 2: Routing Success Rate inR.

3.3.2 Results
Table 2 shows results of experiments done in two different sub-

sets of nodes on testbed R: a 50-node subset (T1) and a 23-node
subset (T2). Notice that the underlying radio connectivity includes
many crossing links (Figure 12), particularly in the dense region of
the network toward the left.
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Figure 12: Node layout ofT1. Figure 13: GPSR’s GG inT1. Figure 14: GPSR’s GG/MWP ofT1.

GPSR’GG: Quite surprisingly,only 68.2% of node pairs could
communicate successfully in the T1 testbed. To understand why,
consider the GG-derived subgraph shown in Figure 13. This sub-
graph clearly depicts the various kinds of planarization failures de-
scribed above. The graph is clearly partitioned. In addition, unidi-
rectional and cross links also exist in the GG-derived subgraph.

GPSR’GG/MWP: GPSR augmented with mutual witness
shows slightly better performance onT1: 87.8% of node pairs are
connected, though more than 10% of node pairs remainpersistently
disconnected. Even though disconnected links and unidirectional
links are eliminated (Figure 14), a cross link is left there. More-
over, mutual witness introduces acollinear link in the subgraph
that is described in detail in section 4.2 and Figure 20.

3.4 Cross-link Detection Protocol (CLDP)
Motivated by the failures exhibited by GPSR when run over GG-

and RNG-generated planarized graphs, we have developed a proto-
col called CLDP, which, given anarbitrary connected graph, pro-
duces a subgraph on which face traversal cannot fail. Table 2 re-
flects the 100% success achieved by GPSR with CLDP on real net-
worksT1 andT2.

This protocol is described in detail and proven correct else-
where [9]; in this section, we briefly describe CLDP for complete-
ness.

A

D

B

C

Figure 15: CLDP example.

The high-level idea behind CLDP is simple: each node, in an
entirely distributed fashion,probeseach of its links to see if it is
crossed(in a geographic sense) by one or more other links. A
probe initially contains the locations of the endpoints of the link
being probed, and traverses the graph using the right-hand rule.
For example, in Figure 15, consider a probe originated by nodeD
for the link(D,A). It contains the geographic coordinates forD and
A, and traverses the graph using the right-hand rule, as shown by
the dashed arrows. When the probe is about to traverse the edge
(B,C), nodeB “notices” that this traversal would cross(D,A); B
records this fact in the probe so that when the probe returns toD, D
notices a cross-link and “deletes” either the(A,D) link or the(B,C)
link (after a message exchange withB or with C). By symmetry,
the cross-links would have been detected by a probe of(A,D) orig-
inated byA or a probe of(B,C) originated either byB or C.

Figure 16: Points where a face change is performed.

4. FACE TRAVERSAL IN REAL
ENVIRONMENTS

In this section, we consider two primitives used in face routing:
face changes and the right-hand rule. We first demonstrate by ex-
ample that these primitives do not work correctly in realistic wire-
less networks where radio ranges are non-uniform and where links
may be collinear. We then describe how to make these primitives
robust in realistic wireless networks, and evaluate these proposed
improvements.

4.1 Incorrect Face Changes
Today’s geographic routing protocols use one of four face-

change rules, depicted in Figure 16:

• Best intersection (Compass [12], AFR [14]):After a face
is entirely toured using the right-hand rule, a face change
occurs at the link whose crossing ofSD is theclosestsuch
crossing toD on the current face.

• First intersection (GPSR, GFG):While walking a face us-
ing the right-hand rule, upon encountering a link that crosses
the line segmentSD at a point closer toD than the point at
which the current face was entered, a face change occurs at
that link.

• Closet-node other face routing (GOAFR+):After a face is
entirely toured, a face change occurs at thenodeclosest toD
on the current face.

• Closest-point other face routing:4 After a face is entirely
toured, a face change occurs at the closestpoint to D on the
current face.

Under all four of these face-change rules, when a face is toured in
its entirety without discovering a point for a face change, the traver-
sal fails, and the packet is dropped. In a planar graph, this situation

4In Section 4.2 of [16], Kuhnet al. describe this rule. But in
later work, they use closest-nodeface changes in GOAFR [16] and
GOAFR+ [13], as they assume network topologies that are unit-
disk graphs.
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Figure 17: Failure of GPSR. Figure 18: Failure of GOAFR+.

should only occur when the destination is disconnected. That is, if
the destination is connected, the face-change rule must always find
a face closer toD than the current face along line segmentSD. We
term this requirementforward progress.

We have found that in real wireless networks, the “first intersec-
tion” and “closest-node other face routing” rules don’t always work
correctly; that is, there exist topologies on which they do not obey
the forward progress requirement. We begin by illustrating these
failures by example.

Figure 17 shows an example of a case (on a topology with ir-
regular radio ranges) where GPSR’s first-intersection rule causes a
packet delivery failure. Node 1 sends a packet to node 7, which is
located beyond node 1’s radio range. Face traversal is invoked at
node 1 as it is a local minimum to node 7. By the right-hand rule,
node 2 initially chooses node 4 as its next hop. However, as link
(2,4) is intersected by line (1,7) and|A7| < |17|, node 2 performs
a face change, records location(A) in the packet’sL f field (which
records the point at which the packet first encountered a local min-
imum), and then forwards the packet to node 3. Thereafter, the
traversal reaches node 4. Although link (4,2) intersects line (1,7),
node 4 forwards the packet to node 2 as|A7| = |L f 7|. Next, by
the right-hand rule, node 2 chooses node 3 as its next hop. At this
point the traversal stops, as the choice of node 3 as the next hop
completes a loop (2-3-4-2-3 . . . ). Thus, on this example topology,
although a path to node 7 exists, GPSR’s face change rule fails to
find it.

We also encountered a counterexample topology that demon-
strates a failure for GFG’s face change rule, which follows a dif-
ferent first intersection traversal than GPSR. We elide that coun-
terexample because of space constraints. We note further that there
also exist corner-case connected unit-disk graphs on which GPSR’s
and GFG’s first-intersection rules fail to find a route. We must elide
these details as well because of space constraints.5

Figure 18 shows how GOAFR+’s “closet-node other face rout-
ing” rule can fail in a network where radio ranges are irregular.
Node 1 sends a packet to node 10. Face traversal is invoked at node
1, which has no neighbor closer to node 10 than itself. Although
a face (1-2-3-4-5-6-7-1) is toured in its entirety, and a closer inter-
section to node 10 is detected, the face traversal doesn’t encounter
a nodecloser than node 1 to the destination—that is, it fails, even
though paths to the destination exist.

5Note that it is unclear whether there exists a first-intersection face-
change rule immune to these failures, either on unit-disk or non-
unit-disk graphs. Such a rule is of little practical interest, however,
given the relatively comparable stretch of best-intersectionvs.first-
intersection when combined with greedy routing in practice (see
Section 4.4).

4.2 The Right-hand Rule and Collinear Links
Collinear links occur, as the term suggests, when portions of two

or more links fall exactly on top of one another6. Intuitively, such
links present an ambiguity for the right-hand rule:

• If the right-hand rule identifies more than one candidate next
hop, which is chosen among them?

• Does the right-hand rule recognize an angle between two
collinear links as 0 or 2π?

We will show later in this section that face traversal in the pres-
ence of these ambiguities can result in delivery failures.

Under the unit-graph assumption, collinear links do not occur
in a planarized network subgraph, as nodes at the endpoints of
collinear links are sufficiently close to be connected to one an-
other, and the planarization removes suchregular collinear links.
In real wireless networks, where the unit-graph assumption is rou-
tinely violated, however, there may existirregular collinear links
that cannot be removed by planarization. Figure 19 shows example
topologies that contain regular and irregular collinear links.

B
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Figure 19: Examples of small perturbation.

Planarization converts irregular collinear links into unidirec-
tional links. For example, consider the upper right of Figure 20,
in which node 3 holds inaccurate information concerning its own
position. At node 2, the GG planarization removes link(2,4), as

6Collinear links do occur in practice. They are often caused by the
limited resolution of node coordinates. We observed one collinear
link in our GPSR’GG/MWP experiments (Figure 14) on the Berke-
ley testbed.
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Figure 20: Pathologies by collinear links.

node 3 is a witness for the link. However, at node 4, the GG pla-
narization keeps link(4,2), as node 4 can’t see node 3. Thus, a
unidirectional link occurs in the GG planarization, as shown in the
lower-left of Figure 20.

As described in Section 3, planarizing a topology robustly re-
quires using either mutual witness (Section 3.2) or CLDP (Sec-
tion 3.4). However, both of these techniques can produce collinear
links, as shown in the lower-right of Figure 20.

Let us now use examples to examine the ambiguity of the right-
hand rule in the presence of collinear links in more detail. Suppose
node 1 in the lower right of Figure 20 sends a packet to node 6.
Face traversal for the packet begins at node 1, as node 1 is a local
minimum with respect to node 6. When the traversal reaches node
2,which node should be the next hop, node 3 or node 4?If node 4 is
chosen, the traversal can reach the destination via node 4. Suppose,
however, that link (3,6) were added and link (5,6) were removed.
In that case, forwarding via node 4 cannot reach the destination.
Returning to the topology pictured in the lower right of Figure 20,
if node 3 were chosen as the next hop, the traversal will return
the packet to node 2, as node 3’s only link is (3, 2). When the
packet returns to node 2, another ambiguity rears its head:is the
angle from link (2,3) to link (2,4)0 or 2π? If it is 2π, node 1
is chosen as the next hop, in which case the traversal stops after
looping back to node 1. If the angle is 0, node 4 is chosen as the
next hop and the traversal can reach the destination. However, it
is not always possible to consistently assume a choice of 0 for the
angle between two collinear links. Suppose that link (6,5) does
not exist, but other multi-hop paths between nodes 6 and 2 exist.
In this case, the traversal can’t reach the destination, as the packet
will loop infinitely along the path (2-4-5-4-2-3-2-4-5).

4.3 Robust Face Traversal
We now describe how to make face traversal robust in real wire-

less networks.

4.3.1 Robust Face Changes
As long as the destination is connected, the two following rules

always discover a link where a face change will be performed, since
both these rules result in a complete tour of the face, and preserve
the forward progressrequirement. Using simulation, we confirm
in Section 4.4 that geographic routing using either of these face
change rules never fails.

Best Intersection Face Changes: As proven in [14], best-
intersection face changes must make progress toward the destina-
tion in a planar graph. That is, the best intersection rule for face

change always finds a route to a connected destination, even if the
network’s topology violates the unit-disk assumption, so long as
the topology is planar.

Closest Point Face Changes[16] : Also, as proven in [16], the
closest point rule for face change always finds a route to a con-
nected destination.

4.3.2 Revised Right-Hand Rule
To resolve the ambiguity caused by collinear links, we now intro-

duce the concept ofsmall perturbationof node positions. Suppose
a node has multiple neighbors, the links to which are collinear, and
that the set of all collinear links isLc.
(1) Qualitatively, we perturb the coordinates of each neighbor so
that the linkl i to that neighbor is rotated counterclockwise from its
initial (collinear) position. Each link is rotated a different amount,
to eliminate collinearity of links.
(2) Quantitatively, the relative magnitudes of the rotations (εi) of
the links are determined by the relative magnitudes of the Euclidean
lengths (|l i |) of the links. That is, the longer the link, the greater its
rotation. In addition, a collinear link should be rotated an angle (εi)
less than the minimum angle (θmin) between the link’s original site
and any links to neighbors that are counterclockwise from the link’s
original site. That is,∀i, j ∈ Lc, i 6= j, |l i | > |l j | ⇔ 0 < ε j < εi <
θmin.

As proven in Theorem A.2, face routing with small perturbations
always works in the presence of collinear links.

Practical Collinear Link Robustness
Even though small perturbations eliminate collinearity, they are
difficult to implement in practice, for reasons including the poor
numerical stability of representing smallεi , &c. Thus, we in-
stead present an alternative modification to the right-hand rule that
clearly answers the two questions raised in Section 4.2. Suppose
that during face traversal, a node with collinear links is reached.
(1) If the traversal comes from link (l i) among the set of collinear
links Lc, the right-hand rule treats each (l j ) among the collinear
links as follows: If the Euclidean length (|l i |) of l i is shorter than the
Euclidean length (|l j |) of l j , then the angle between these two links
is interpreted as 0; otherwise, the angle is interpreted as 2π. That
is, (∃l i ∈ Lc) → (∀l j ∈ Lc, (i) ∠l i l j = 0 if dl i < dl j

, (ii) ∠l i l j = 2π

if dl i > dl j
).

(2) If some or all among the collinear links are next-hop candidates
(C) for the right-hand rule, the link (ln) with the shortest Euclidean
length is chosen as the next hop. That is,ln = minl i∈C |l i |.

As proven in Theorem A.3, this alternative is equivalent to the
above small perturbation technique.

4.4 Simulation-based Evaluation of Face
Routing Improvements

To evaluate the correctness and performance of the enhance-
ments we have proposed to the face change and right-hand rule
algorithms, we use the simulation environment from [9]. We eval-
uate four kinds of face-change rules under TOSSIM.FR-BIdenotes
face routing using face changes at the best intersection.FR-FI de-
notes face routing using face changes at the first intersection.OFR
denotes face routing using face changes at the closestnodeto the
destination.OFR* denotes face routing using face changes at the
closestpoint to the destination. Also, we compared the combi-
nation of greedy geographic routing with these four face-change
rules. GFRBdenotes greedy routing combined withFR-BI; note
that this combination has not been evaluated in the literature previ-
ously to our knowledge.GPSRdenotes greedy routing combined
with FR-FI. GOFR+ denotes greedy routing combined withOFR;
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Figure 21: Success rate of four kinds of face routing.
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Figure 22: Success rate of four kinds of face routing combined
with greedy routing.
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Figure 23: Stretch of four kinds of face routing.
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Figure 24: Stretch of four kinds of face routing combined with
greedy routing.

this algorithm is essentiallyGOAFR+ [13] with an infinite bound-
ary. GOFR*+ denotesGOFR+usingOFR* instead ofOFR.

In our simulations, we consider two performance measures:
Success ratemeasures the fraction of sender/receiver pairs for
which packet transmissions from the sender are successfully re-
ceived. Average stretchmeasures the average path stretch across
all sender/receiver pairs. The stretch of a path between two nodes
is the ratio of the number of hops in the path to the number of hops
in the shortest path between those two nodes.

In each simulation, we place nodes uniformly at random, and
then run CLDP to generate a planar network subgraph. Next, we
send packets pairwise bidirectionally between nodes. Each data
point in the results we present is the mean across 50 randomly gen-
erated topologies, and we have verified that this is sufficient to pro-
duce negligible 95% confidence intervals for the mean values of
our metrics.

4.4.1 Success Rate
Figure 21 shows the packet delivery success rate as a function

of node density for pure face routing protocols (without greedy
routing), in the presence of 200 randomly placed radio-opaque ob-
stacles.7 Our measure of node density is the average number of
neighbors of a node.

As expected, FR-BI andOFR* allow perfect delivery across
all node densities we evaluated. Interestingly, theFR-FI algorithm
offers poor success rates. At most densities,OFRestablishes paths
between 99.5% of node pairs, but not between all pairs of nodes.

Figure 22 shows success rate as a function of node density for
face routing protocols combined with greedy routing. As expected,
GFRBandGOFR*+ always succeed, given thatFR-BI andOFR*
alone always succeed.GPSRachieves 100% success, despite the
low success rate ofFR-FI alone; greedy routing’s early exit from

7The obstacle model we use is identical to that used in [9].

perimeter mode seems to maskFR-FI’s poor behavior. The success
rate forGOFR+ is similar to that forOFR—that is, greedy routing
does not appear to recover from the routing failures caused byOFR.

4.4.2 Average Stretch
Figure 23 plots average path stretch as a function of node den-

sity for pure face routing protocols, in the presence of 200 obsta-
cles. As expected, at most densities,FR-FI exhibits lower stretch
than other alternatives that always tour each face in its entirety.
However, at the lowest node densities,FR-FI exhibits the great-
est stretch. Figure 24 plots the average stretch as a function of node
density for face routing protocols combined with greedy routing.
Surprisingly, the stretches ofGFRB and GOFR*+ approach that
of GPSR, despite the longer stretches of pureFR-BI vs.pureFR-
FI and ofOFR* vs.pureFR-FI. Note that a significant fraction
of packets encounter perimeter forwarding, and cannot be deliv-
ered using greedy forwarding alone; the “greedy ratio” curve in the
figure shows (on the righty-axis) the fraction of packets delivered
using only greedy-mode forwarding.

Interestingly, the stretch of all compared protocols is similar
because of thefallback-to-greedymechanism8—that is, when a
packet in perimeter mode visits a node closer to the destination
than that at which it entered perimeter mode, it is returned to greedy
mode.

In summary, geographic routing with either the best intersection
rule or the closest point rule allows perfect delivery and exhibits
good average stretch.

8There are two previously proposed ways to do so, given a local
minimum atm. GFRB and GPSR fall back to greedy mode at
the first node closer to the destination thanm. GOAFR+ considers
falling back to greedy mode when considering a face change, and
also after counters of nodes visited closer tom than the destination
and closer to the destination thanm reach a particular ratio.
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5. CONCLUSION
We have cataloged the geographic routing pathologies caused by

radio range irregularities and imprecise localization, in the form
of planarization failures and face traversal failures. Our evaluation
in deployment and simulation has confirmed that these pathologies
can cause existing geographic routing protocols to fail persistently
for particular node pairs. It also confirms that by combining ge-
ographic routing techniques designed specifically for correctness
without requiring the unit-disk assumption, including CLDP, the
revised right-hand rule, and robust face change rules, geographic
routing can be made to work correctly in real wireless networks.
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APPENDIX

A. LEMMA AND THEOREMS

Lemma A.1 CLDP will not produce regular collinear links when
run on a graph to which small perturbations have been applied.

PROOF. Consider n collinear nodes: nodei , nodei+1, . . . ,
nodei+n−1 for n > 2, with nodei+k between nodei+k−1 and
nodei+k+1 for 0 < k < n− 1; nodei+k has n-1 links to all other
collinear nodes.

Suppose CLDP probes a link fromnodei+k to nodei+k+1.
When CLDP reachesnodei+k+1, the right-hand rule selects
nodei+k−1 as the next hop, sincenodei+k+1 has a link
to nodei+k−1 and that small perturbation is the next link
counter-clockwise. CLDP onnodei+k+1 detects cross-links:
(nodei+k,nodei+k+1) and (nodei+k+1,nodei+k−1). The CLDP
probe finally returns tonodei+k. Thereafter, CLDP removes
the link (nodei+k+1,nodei+k−1) from the routable subgraph.
That is, CLDP removes every 2-hop-long link overlapped by
link (nodei+k,nodei+k+1), including link (nodei+2,nodei), link
(nodei+3,nodei+1), . . . , link (nodei+n−1,nodei+n−3). Subse-
quently, when CLDP probes the link fromnodei+k to nodei+k+1,
the protocol removes every 3-hop-long link overlapped by
link (nodei+k,nodei+k+1), including link (nodei+3,nodei), link
(nodei+4,nodei+1), . . . , link (nodei+n−1,nodei+n−4). Through re-
peated probing, CLDP continues to remove overlapped links. Fi-
nally, aftern−2 CLDP probing repetitions, every link overlapped
by link (nodei+k,nodei+k+1) has been eliminated from the resulting
subgraph.
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Theorem A.2 Face routing with small perturbations routes cor-
rectly in a subgraph produced by CLDP.

PROOF. Lemma A.1 together with Theorem 4.2 in [9] prove that
CLDP does not partition a connected graph; only leaves cross-links
in a graph that do not cause face routing to fail; and removes regular
collinear links from a graph. Also, it has been proven in [9] that
face routing works correctly on a graph that contains no irregular
collinear links.

Hence, we prove that face routing works correctly on a graph
containing irregular collinear links. Even though some irregular
collinear links are left in a CLDP subgraph, small perturbation re-
moves any collinear links in the subgraph, as those links are rotated
so as not to be collinear. Hence, face traversal does not encounter
ambiguities associated with collinear links.

Theorem A.3 Face routing using practical collinear link robust-
ness is equivalent to face routing with small perturbations.

PROOF. First, we prove that small perturbation implies practical
collinear link robustness (PCLR). Suppose face traversal reaches a
node with collinear links.

(I) Suppose the traversal arrives on a collinear link (l i ∈ Lc). The
right-hand rule after small perturbation treats each collinear link
(l j ∈ Lc) as follows: l i is rotated from its original site by an angle
of εi andl j is rotated byε j . Hence, the right-hand rule recognizes
∠l i l j asε j − εi : if |l i |< |l j |, ∠l i l j = ε j − εi ≈ 0, since 0< εi < ε j ;
if |l i | > |l j |, ∠l i l j = 2π +(ε j − εi) ≈ 2π, since 0< ε j < εi . This
result corresponds to the first part of the definition of PCLR.

(II) Suppose the traversal arrives on a non-collinear linkl i . The
right-hand rule after small perturbation treats each collinear link
(l j ∈ Lc) as follows: l j has been rotated from its original sitel j0
by an angle ofε j . Call the angle betweenl i andl j0 θ . Hence, the
right-hand rule recognizes∠l i l j asε j −θ : ∠l i l j0 = 2π +(ε j −θ),
since 0< ε j < θ .

If a collinear link inLc is one of the set of next-hop candidates
C, in both cases (I) and (II), a link whoseε j is the lowest among
the candidates is chosen as the next-hop, as the right-hand rule by
definition chooses a link that minimizes∠l i l j . Suppose the chosen
link is ln ∈ Lc. The εn of link ln is the lowest among next-hop
candidatesC. Thus, the Euclidean length (|ln|) of link ln is the
least among next-hop candidatesC, according to the definition of
small perturbation. This result corresponds to the second part of
the definition of PCLR.

Next, we prove that PCLR implies small perturbation. Suppose
face traversal reaches a node with collinear links. PCLR discrim-
inates among collinear links according to the Euclidean lengths of
each link. This discrimination is qualitatively the same as small
perturbation’s rotation of collinear links according to their Eu-
clidean length.

We now show this equivalence quantitatively. If a collinear link
is a next-hop candidate for the right-hand rule, for a packet arriving
on link l i , the chosen next-hop is a link (ln) whose length is shortest
among all candidates. That is,∃ln ∈ Lc such that∀l j ∈ Lc, ln 6=
l j , |ln|< |l j |. This means that∠l i ln < ∠l i l j .

If the traversal arrives along a collinear link (l i ∈ Lc), then

∠l i ln = εn− εi (1)

and

∠l i l j = ε j − εi . (2)

Thus,εn < ε j , since∠l i ln < ∠l i l j .

If the traversal arrives along a non-collinear link and the angle
between the ingress link and the collinear links isθ , then

∠l i ln = 2π +(εn−θ) (3)

and

∠l i l j = 2π +(ε j −θ). (4)

Thus, (ε j − θ) < 0 since 2π + (ε j − θ) < 2π. Also, εn < ε j
since∠l i ln < ∠l i l j . As a result,εn < ε j < θ , according to equa-
tions 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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